Program Overview Error:
Plenary Session 7: Developmental Origins of the Embodied Mind (Esther Thelen) is mistakenly identified as PL05 (the same error appears on pg. 56).

Discussant change
Symposium Session 1: Embodying Models of Human Development: Bodily, Contextual and Experiential Mediators of Meaning (SY01 Thursday 3:00-4:00, Liberty C)
Discussant change From: Mark L. Johnson, University of Oregon
To: Alan Fogel, University of Utah

Board of Directors Meeting:
The first Board meeting will be held Thursday, from 4:30-6:00-pm, in the Declaration Room.

Abstract added:
Paper Session 3: Clinical issues (PP03 Friday 9:00-10:30, Declaration Room)
Implications of the Embodied Mind for Clinical Practice (Glenn E. Good, Wayne State Univ. School of Medicine)
At the dawn of the 20th century, neurologist Sigmund Freud introduced the book The Interpretation of Dreams which provided a methodology for listening to primitive "primary process" thinking, contained within adult "secondary process" conscious communications. To conceptualize what he had discovered, however, Freud had to borrow from what was available to him at the time: turn of the century neurology. In spite of major changes and developments in technique, psychoanalytic theory continues to be saddled with the baggage of these outmoded neurological concepts. This paper takes a fresh look at psychoanalysis and psychotherapy from the vantage point of neurology 100 years later. The author proposes theoretical revisions in light of the contributions of Damasio and Edelman as well as the contributions of Piaget and discusses the implications for clinical technique.

Moderator change:
Paper Session 5: Classroom environments (PP05 Friday 1:30-3:00, Declaration Room)
Moderator change From: Analia Ribeiro, Federal University of Pernambuco
To: Jeremy Carpendale, Simon Fraser University

Moderator added:
Paper Session 9: Integrating theories of cognition and reasoning (PP09 Friday 3:15-4:45, Constitution)
Moderator added: David Kritt, College of Staten Island

Board of Directors Meeting:
The second Board meeting will be held Saturday, from 12:00-1:30, in the Congress Room (8th floor)

Authors’ affiliation change:
Poster Session 2.19: Inferring a robot’s false belief by young children (PS02 Saturday, 1:30-3:00)
Authors and affiliations:
Itakura, S. (Kyoto University & ATR Media Information Science Lab.)
Kotani, T. (Kyoto University), Ishida, H. (Kyoto University), Kanda, T. (ATR Media Information Science Lab.), Ishiguro, H. (Wakayama University & ATR Media Information Science Lab.)

Discussant added:
Paper Session 13: Biobehavioral systems theory (PP13 Saturday 1:30-3:00, Constitution)
Discussant added: Marc Lewis, University of Toronto

Moderator change:
Paper Session 14: Theory of mind (PP14 Saturday 3:15-4:45, Liberty B)
Moderator change From: Jeremy Carpendale, Simon Fraser University
To: Analia Ribeiro, Federal University of Pernambuco